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Lexical cohesion, as one of important conditions of discourse coherence and an 
important feature of a text, attracted a lot of reading teaching and discourse analysers’ 
attention. It plays an important role in comprehending a text. 
This thesis is basing on discourse lexical cohesion theory , the theory of 
interactive reading and the theory of a second language teaching. The object of the 
study is intermediate Chinese reading teaching. This thesis attempts to establish a new 
reading model—the cohesion-based teaching model of reading, which is suitable to 
non-narrative texts. In this paper, the author uses the methods of teaching experiment , 
questionnaire survey and statistics. The purpose of this study is to find the 
appropriateness of using lexical cohesion theory in the intermediate Chinese reading 
teaching. 
In this paper, the teaching experiment of the cohesion-based teaching model of 
reading is mainly studied. Through the teaching practice, author wants to evaluate 
whether the cohesion-based teaching model of reading increases students’ text 
comprehension and improves their reading abilities. Therefore, the two classes in the 
same Chinese level used different reading teaching models. The students in the 
control class were instructed by the sentence-focused method. The students in the 
experimental class were instructed by the new model which studied in this paper. The 
experimental research shows that the instruction of cohesion-based reading model in 
teaching Chinese as a foreign language is effective, which can help intermediate 
Chinese students to quickly understand what they read, to more quickly and correctly 
extract the summary of a text, to better improve their reading abilities, comparied with 
the traditional method. 
This research tries to use the lexical cohesion theory in non-narrative texts of 
intermediate Chinese reading teaching. It offers reference values in theory and reality 
for the intermediate Chinese reading comprehension teaching. 
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第一章  绪论 





































































                                                        
① 原文如下：The word text is used in linguistics to refer to any Passage，spoken or written，of whatever length，

















 (二) 词汇衔接理论 
词汇衔接（Lexical cohesion）这个语言学术语 初是由韩礼德与哈桑
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第三节  研究意义 
一、对外汉语阅读教学方面 
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